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Overview

Reviewing the Models

With great power, comes great 

responsibility

Less power, a lot of flexibility

The art of making effective use of 

the cloud opportunity



Who am I

Software Developer

Solutions Architect

Focused on Excellence in Software 

Product Development



Cloud Computing 

Working Definition

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, 

convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 

storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort 

or service provider interaction



Cloud Computing 

5 Essential Characteristics

● on-demand self-service, 

● broad network access, 

● resource pooling, 

● rapid elasticity or expansion, and 

● measured service. 



Cloud Computing 

3 Service Models

● Software

● Platform

● Infrastructure

4 Deployment Models

● Private

● Community 

● Public 

● Hybrid



What the service delivery 
models mean for us?
IaaS

Ability to automate access to compute, network and storage 

resources

Greater control over the resources means greater responsibility

(Especially when things go wrong)



What the service delivery 
models mean for us?
PaaS

Underlying resource, such as storage, security and compute 

managed by cloud provider

Services can then be built on top of this.

Less responsibility for infrastructure

Solutions still must live in a cohesive architecture



What the service delivery 
models mean for us*?
PaaS

Enabling a new kind of developer

Quickly exporting excellence 

Rapid connectivity

us* = QuikWorx @ Teleios Systems :) 



Architecture



Making the most 
of cloud means 

designing for 
cloud

1. Cloud Patterns

2. Cloud Enabled

3. Cloud Native



Cloud Patterns

Cloud design patterns exist … use them





Cloud Enabled

Apps may not have been developed with Cloud Patterns in 

mind.

But they may still be able to be migrated, either in a IaaS 

solution or PaaS deployment



Cloud Enabled

Some characteristics of an solution may be changed to get it 

work in the cloud

Cloud-enablement is a vital step in solution evolution

It allows for a more graceful movement away from 

dependency on physical resources

It usually does not allow full capitalization of cloud resources



Solutions tend to be built with

● Multi-tenancy, 

● Geo-resilience and 

● Automation around administration & management in 

mind.

Cloud Native



A note on security

Return to the deployment models:

* Private * Public * Community * Hybrid

Each organization, when going to cloud has to properly 

consider its policies around managing data, traffic and other 

risk. Pursuit of the best architecture will include 

considerations around security. 



On Premise

Many solutions don’t 

start from nothing, 

they exist somewhere

Analyse

Journeying to more 

relevance should start 

with analysis

Cloud 
Enable

Discover what aspects 

of our solutions can be 

better run in the cloud.

Cloud 
Native

Build new solutions 

with all the learnings 

gathered about cloud

More 
adaptation

Be ready for the future 

and willing to adapt to 

better arrangements



Next steps

Let’s have an open dialog about how we pursue 

Cloud Technology all around the region and how we 

can effectively participate in its growth and 

development



Questions?

Irwin Williams,  Teleios Systems

http://www.teleios-systems.com | http://www.quikworxcloud.com

http://www.teleios-systems.com
http://www.quikworxcloud.com

